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Abstract" The plastic deformation of low carbon sheet
steels has been analyzed using microplasticity models
and Hill’s theory of anisotropic continuum plasticity.
The analytical methods used to determine the crystallite
stress states which must be generated for the isostress
(lower-bound) and isostrain (upper-bound) cases are
briefly discussed and then applied to predict yield loci
for three cold-rolled, annealed low-carbon steels
(enameling iron, aluminum-killed steel, and interstitial-
free steel) whose textures were characterized by crys-
tallite orientation distribution functions. While meas-
ured r-values correlate best with upper-bound yield loci
predictions for enameling iron, those for the aluminum-
killed steels show better agreement with lower-bound yield
loci predictions. In the case of the interstitial-free
steel, measured r-values could not be accounted for by
either upper- or lower-bound predictions. The yield loci
measurements and predictions are reviewed in the context
of Hill’s continuum theory.
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INTRODUCTION

Characterization of the plastic deformation of polycrys-
talline aggregates of metals requires a detailed knowledge of
the operative mechanism of deformation of the individual crys-
tallites, as well as a quantitative description of the pre-
ferred crystallographic orientation, or texture, which may be
present. Although the deformation of the individuil crystal-
lites of an aggregate is usually inhomogeneous, I homogeneous
flow by slip, twinning, or some other process is usually as-
sumed in order to make analytical treatment tractable. Analy-
sis of plastic deformation by slip has received the greatest
attention, 2-6 perhaps because it is the most common room tem-
perature defozmation mechanism inmetals of commercial interest.
However, theoretical examination of other deformation modes
as well as combinations of deformation modes can be found in
the literature. 7’8

Until recently, aggregate theories have been applied
primarily for the prediction of plastic properties of isotropic
materials. ’9 The development of methods for the description
of textures in terms of analytical distribution functions has
facilitated modeling of real materials. The crystallite ori-
entation distribution function (C.O.D.F.), I-13 derivable from
standard pole figure data, unambiguously defines the proba-
bility of finding a crystallite at a specified orientation
relative to fixed specimen axes. Three Eulerian angles are
used in this specification, unlike the two angles which are
used in plotting pole figures in the plane of a stereographic
projection. Thus a three-dimensional representation or a ser-
ies of two-dimensional sctions are needed to represent the
C.O.D.F.

The prediction of deformation textures and r-values of
low-carbon steels have been among the first problems to be
addressed using aggregate theory in conjunction with measured
C.O.D.F.’s. Dillamore and KatohI have examined the textures
developed in heavily cold-rolled iron samples and found that
upper-bound theories, such as that of Taylor, Is yield results
in closer agreement with measurement than lower-bound esti-
mates derived from a Sachs type approach. 2 Parnire and his
coworkers16,17 have also used the Taylor theory 15 in order to
estimate such plastic properties as r-values. Alhough their
predictions of the average plastic strain ratio, r, of an
aluminum-killed steel agreed closely with measured values,
deviations of up to 25% from measurements of r along certain
directions could be noted.

The objective of the present paper is to describe briefly
some methods for deriving upper-bound yield loci as well as
lower-bound yield loci whose characteristics can be easily
verified experimentally. Among these characteristics are the
plastic strain ratio (r-value) and the ratio of the plane-
strain flow stress to the uniaxial flow stress. Predictions
and measurements for low-carbon steels of varying degrees of
anisotropy will be described to illustrate the applicability
of the upper- and lower-bound models to materials which deform
by <iii> pencil glide. 18
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DERIVATION OF YIELD LOCI

The yielding and plastic flow of three cold-rolled, an-
nealed low-carbon steel sheets under states of plane stress
have been studied. These materials exhibit three mirror
planes of symmetry (one perpendicular to the sheet and con-
taining the rolling direction, one perpendicular to the sheet
and containing the transverse direction, and the midplane of
the sheet). With this type of orthotropic symmetry, varia-
tions of the yield loci (Oy vs. Ox) in the plane of the sheet
may be expected as the coordinate axes x, y are rotated about
the sheet normal (see Figure i). The plastic strain ratio,
dey/dez, or r-value, for stress states consisting of uniaxial
tension along x will also show a planar anisotroy.

N(sheet normal), z

T(T.D.)

’/
(R D

Figure i. Coordinate axis systems of rolled sheet metals.

The stresses and strains referred to the coordinate x, y
axes will vary from one crystallite to another. Furthermore,
the principal axes of stress of the aggregate will not neces-
sarily coincide with the principal axes of strain. However,
bounds on the expected yielding behavior of the aggregate may
be obtained by assuming all crystallites to experience the
same strain state (isostrain or upper-bound model) or the same
stress ratio (isostress or lower-bound model) z 9 For both
cases, plane-stress yield loci were found by setting Oz 0,
and deformation was assumed to occur by <iii> pencil glide.

Upper-Bound Yield Locus Determination

If each crystallite of the aggregate is assumed to
experience the same strain state, the yield locus will be an
upper bound to the actual behavior. For simplicity, considera-
tion will be focused on deformations which give rise to the
principal strains dex, dey, and dez along the coordinate
x, y, z axes (Figure i). When these strains are imposed, nor-
mal as well as shear stresses will be generated in the x, y, z
system. These shear stresses for a sheet with orthotropic
physical symmetry will be limited to the stress T x

To determine that stress state in each crystalite which
can bring about yielding to accommodate the specified strain,
the procedure developed by Morris and Semiatin 6 for deforma-
tion by <iii> pencil glide has been employed for low-carbon
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steels. Imposing an arbitrary strain requires the activation
of either 3 or all 4 of the <iii> pencil glide systems. A
basic assumption of the procedure is that slip is governed by
a critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) law, i.e., slip oc-
curs when the shear stress reaches a value of K on the slip
plane in the slip direction. This CRSS is assumed to be the
same for all slip systems. Hence, the analysis is strictly
valid only for predictions of yielding at small strains for
which differential work hardening among the slip systems is
negligible.

Once the shears and slip-plane orientations which accom-
modate the strain have been selected, the required stresses
referred to the cubic-crystal axes and thus the x, y, z axes
can be determined. The stress state referred to the crystal
axes will in general involve shear stresses as well as terms
comprised of differences of normal stresses (Bishop and Hill
stresses). This apparent ambiguity is resolved by adjusting
the hydrostatic pressure, or, in the present case, by setting
z equal to zero. Averaging the stresses referred to the
x, y, z axes over all crystallites gives one point on the
upper-bound yield locus. Note that the upper-bound yield
locus (or planar-strain yield locus, using Piehler and
Backofen’s terminology9) depicts only those normal stresses
x and y associated with the principal strains dex and dey.
Information about the shear stresses which may be generated
is not displayed in this presentation.

An entire upper-bound yield locus can be calculated by
examining different principal strain states (de x, dey, dez)
along the principal strain axes x, y, z. Two important data
points on the yield locus are (i) the stress state for which
dey is equal to zero (the plane-strain flow stress2) and
(ii) the stress state which corresponds to uniaxial tension,
x u, y 0. The latter is more difficult to determine
since the specified strain state must be varied until the de-
sired stress state (y 0) is found. When this strain state
is found, the r-value is simply dey/de z.

An alternative procedure for determining the upper-bound
yield locus of a single crystal or polycrystalline aggregate
may be derived by making use of the theorem of virtual work.
The procedure will first be described for a single crystal.
Denoting the single crystal normal stresses in the x, y, z
system by xs and yS, the external work done by these
stresses through the strains dex, dey, dez must be equal to
the internal work done in producing the shears, 7, on the ac-
tive slip planes, K7.17 the summation tan over allslip
systems:

xSdex + uySdey K7.17 (i)

or

xS/K + (yS/K)dey/dex (7.171)/de x (2)

The factor (7. 171 )/dex is called the Taylor factor and denoted
by M. Defining Q -dey/dex and taking d/dQ of Eq. (2) re-
sults in
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d Oy s dM
d- (Oxs/K) Q(ys/K) K d-

From the normality condition,

(3)

dyS dex 1
dxs dey Q

we obtain

Qd(yS/K) d(oxs/K)
dQ dQ

and Eq. (3) becomes

ys dM
K dQ (4)

Equations (2) and (4) can be used to obtain xs

OxS
K --M- (5)

Since a relation of the form of Eq. (I) must hold for
each crystallite of the aggregate, Eqs. (4) and (5) may be
generalized for the aggregate,

K dQ
(6)

and

Ox (Q) ^d(Q)
(7)- dQ

M is the average M value of the aggregate as. a function of Q.
When dM/dQ is equal to zero (e.g., when M passes through a
minimum) oy/K 0. This corresponds to uniaxial tension,
and from Eq. (7), ox/K .22 The r-value is easily deter-
mined from the Q value, r Q/(1-Q) (Figure 2). For Q 0
(plane strain), ox/K M also.

Using Eqs. (6) and (7) the entir_e upper-bound yield
locus can be generated from a plot of M vs. Q. Deriving the
yield locus in this manner requires less labor than the first
technique which involves the added calculations of the stress
transformations from the cubic axes to the principal axes of
strain. On the other hand, for moderately textured materials,
the former method is to be preferred when accurate determina-
_tion of the yield locus close to oy 0 is desired since the
M vs. Q curve is usually fairly flat near the minimum.
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d=y=O
plane strain flow stress

=x/K (d=y=O)

dy
O=-x 1/(dcry/d(x)

:I:n unioxiol tension, r
d(z 1-Q

Figure 2. Determination of r-value and plane-strain flow
stress from yield locus.

Lower-Bound Yield Locus Determination

The lower-bound yield locus of low-carbon steels
can be derived using techniques developed by Piehler and
Backofen. S’19 In this case it is assumed that the x, y, z
axes (Figure I) are the principal axes of stress of the aggre-
gate, and that all crystallites experience the same imposed
stress ratio (Oy:Ox , oz 0). For each e, the pencil
glide slip system which has the greatest resolved shear stress
acting on it is found for each crystallite using the relations
in Table II of Ref. 5. It is postulated that the crystallite
yields when the CRSS, K, is reached on that slip system. In
general, varying levels of y and Ox must be applied for crys-
tals of different orientations to bring about yielding, even
though the ratio y/ox is the same for all. As Piehler and

19Backofen have noed, the yield locus obtained by averaging
y and ox at the same stress ratio is a lower bound only in an
average sense.

By examining different stress ratios, the lower-bound,
or, in Piehler and Backofen’ s terminology, planar-stress, yield
locus can be calculated for a polycrystalline aggregate. Again,
the properties of primary interest will be the plastic strain
ratio (r-value) and the ratio of the plane-strain flow stress
to the uniaxial flow stress. The r-value is determined from
the slope of the yield locus at Cv 0, and the plane-strain
flow stress is the stress x at te farthest extent of the
yield locus into the first quadrant (see Figure 2).
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Permissible Ranqe of r-Values

The r-values which correspond to the upper- and
lower-bound yield loci do not necessarily form bounds to the
actual r-value. It is, however, possible to calculate per-
m.88.bZe ranges of r-values from upper- and lower-bound yield
loci. This procedure will be illustrated with reference to
Figure 3, which contains upper and lower bounds to the yield
locus for a sheet composed of a "cube-on-face" texture, i.e.,

r=-O.OI

r=0.65

Figure 3. Lower- and upper-bound yield loci for rota-
tionally-symmetric cube-on-face texture, pencil glide.

<100> parallel to N, Figure i. These pencil-glide yield loci
are for a cube-on-face texture which is rotationally symmetric
about the sheet normal, and are similar in shape to the loci
which were calculated assuming deformation by restricted
glide (<iii>{iii} slip) 19 The Zowest r-value is obtained
from the most nearly vertical slope at the Ox/K axis of a
permissible yield locus between the upper and lower bounds.
(A vertical yield locus at the Ox/K axis corresponds to plane
strain or r 0). The h.ghest r-value is obtained from the
slope at the Ox/K axis of a permissible yield locus between
the upper and lower bounds which is most nearly equal to 45
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(A 45 slope corresponds to r .) The graphically deter-
mined minimum and maximum r-values are rmin -0.01 (a physi-
cally disturbing result), and rmax 0.65. These may be com-
pared with r 0.30 calculated from the slope of the lower-
bound yield locus and r 0.i0 calculated from the slope of
the upper-bound yield locus, both measured at the ox/K axis.

This procedure is. very tedious and, due to its graphical
nature, subject to substantial errors. It has not been used
in the remainder of the rstudy, since it was found that many
of the trends to be discussed can be explained on the basis
of r-values predicted directly from the slopes of the upper-
and lower-bound yield loci themselves.

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE

Three cold-rolled, annealed low-carbon steels with a
wide range of r-values were selected for experimental inves-
tigation and comparison with aggregate-theory calculations.
All had a nominal thickness of 1.0 mm (0.040 in). An enamel-
ing iron (nominal composition <0.02% C! was chosen to repre-
sent a fairly isotropic material with r 1.0. A drawing-
quality, aluminum-killed steel (0.047% C, 0.33% Mn, 0.058%
AI) with an r of 1.6 represented a steel of intermediate draw-
ing quality obtainable by commercial processing. Lastly, an
interstitial-free steel (0.011% C, 0.18% Mn, 0.055% AI,
0.067% Cb, 0.056% Ti) with an r 2.0 was used. All steels
had an ASTM grain size between 7 and 8.

The r-values of the materials were measured in two ways.
The simpler method consisted of straining tensile samples to
approximately 18% elongation and measuring the distances be-
tween two pairs of gage marks, one along the tensile axis and
the other along the width direction. Each pair was originally
19.05 mm (0.750 in) apart. From these measurements, the width
strain and thickness strain could be calculated (using the
constant-volume assumption), and the r-value taken to be the
ratio of the two. Alternatively, tensile samples were strained,
and width measurements taken with a micrometer at extension
increments of 5%. From these data, plots of ew versus et were
obtained, and the r-value was taken as the slope of the best
straight line fit. The two methods gave r-values within
+/-0.10 of each other, and this number can be taken to be the
reliability of the r-value measurements as well. These ex-
perimental measurements were made at 10 increments between
the rolling and transverse directions for the aluminum-killed
steel. Because of material limitations, however, measurements
only at 0 (R.D.), 45 to the R.D., and 90 to the R.D. (T.D.)
were obtained for the enameling iron and the interstitial-free
steel.

The textures of the materials were characterized using
an Enraf-Nonius single-crystal diffractometer. Three reflec-
tion X-ray pole figures (ii0, 200, and 211) were measured for
each steel. Use of composite sampling techniques 23 allowed
the averaging of texture gradients which may have existed
through the thickness. From the measured pole figure data,
the coefficients of a 16th order crystallite orientation dis-
tribution function (C.0.D.F.) were derived. 13 The textures
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could then be described. Selecting a mesh size of 6 x 6 x
6 in the Eulerian octant 0 < < /2, 0 < 8 < /2, 0 < < /2,
the probabilities (times random) of finding crystallites at or-
ientations uniformly distributed over the angles , 8, and
were determined from the C.O.D.F. The boundary data points
were chosen to be 3 away from 0, /2, % 0, /2, and

0, /2, and, therefore, there were 153 3375 mesh points
in the octant. For the plane-stress problems under considera-
tion, two Eulerian octants (0 < _< n/2, 0 _< 8 < 7/2,
0 < _< /2 and 0 <- < /2, 0 < 8 < /2, -0 _<- < /2) had
to be used to enforce orthotropic physical symmetry. The
probabilities at corresponding points in the two octants were
taken to be equal.

The total number of crystallite calculations to find one
point on the upper-bound or lower-bound yield loci was 3375 x
2 6750. Using the formulation of Morris and Semiatin, the
calculation of one point on the isostrain or upper-bound yield
locus using a Modcomp computer took approximately 14 minutes
of execution time. The simpler lower-bound program used ap-
proximately 40 seconds. In both cases, data were accessed
from disk storage. In addition, several runs were made on an
IBM 370 computer, and it was found that execution time could
be reduced by a factor of 12 by using this system.

For the more highly textured steels (i.e., aluminum-
killed and interstitial-free steels), the curve fitting pro-
cess entailed in obtaining the C.O.D.F. resulted in negative
probabilities of finding crystallites in certain orientations.
These negative probabilities are an artifact created by the
series solution process. Although runs were made both with
and without orientations of negative probability included,
the results reported here are for cases where they have been
excluded. It is thought that these cases model the physics
of the problem more closely. Moreover, model predictions for
the less highly oriented materials are more reliable, since
the texture description is probably more accurate.

In both upper- and lower-bound programs, the primary data
which were averaged over all crystallites were the stresses
referred to either the principal axes of strain (upper-bound
program) or principal axes of stress (lower-bound program).
The following relation was used for averaging

fff(,,,O,,,,)w(,O,) sin OddOdav.- Iffw(,O,) sin Odd0d
(8)

In this relation, w is the probability of finding a crystal-
lite with an orientation specified by the Eulerian angles
,8,. The integrations are carried out over the two Eulerian
octants. For further details on the mechanics of determining
C.O.D.F.’s and their use, the reader may consult Ref. 13.

The r-values from the upper-bound yield locus were found
by an iterative procedure in which the imposed strain state
specified by Q (= -dey/dex) was varied until ly/Kl of the
aggregate was equal to or less than 0.001. To obtain the de-
sired convergence, between 5 and 15 iterations were needed
for a starting Q of 0.00 (i.e., plane strain). Lower-bound
yield locus r-values were predicted by determining the
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aggregate stress states for e 0.01 and e =-0.01. Applica-
tion of the normality condition to this section of the yield
locus gave the r-value immediately.

The reproducibility of r-value predictions was determined
by calculating r-values from two sets of C.O.D.F. measurements
on samples from the same lot of the aluminum-killed steel.
In all cases the r-values along any given direction were
within +0.10 of each other.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

r-Values

Plots of measured r-values and r-values predicted
from the upper- and lower-bound yield loci for the three low-
carbon steels are given in Figures 4-6. In addition, r
(r0 + 2r45 + r90 o) /4 and Ar (r0o 2r45 + r90o)/2 are

summarized in Table I. The prediction of r-values from the

1.00

085.

/
/

-= measured
o-prediction from upper bound

--a-- prediction from lower bound

0 I0 20= 30 40= 50 60 70 80= 90=
angle from rolling direction

Figure 4. Measured and predicted r-values versus angle
from the rolling direction for enameling iron.
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2.40

2.?.0

.80

.60

1.40

measured-- prediction from upper bound
"-, -.B--prediction from lower bound

Figure 5. Measured and predicted r-values versus angle
from the rolling direction for aluminum-killed steel.

upper-bound yield locus shows excellent agreement with measure-
ments for the weakly textured enameling iron (Figure 4).
Lower-bound yield locus predictions for this material also
agree_reasonably well with measured values, especially when
only r-values and Ar values are compared (Table I).

A different trend can be noticed upon examination of the
data for the more highly-textured materials, aluminum-killed
steel and the interstitial-free, low-carbon steel (Figures 5
and 6). In contrast to the enameling iron results for which
better agreement was obtained using the upper-bound yield
locus, isostress, or lower-bound, yield locus r-value predic-
tions are closer to measured values for the aluminum-killed
steel. Neither upper- nor lower-bound yield loci r-value pre-
dictions appear to follow the measured pattern for the inter-
stitial-free steel (Figure 6). It is believed that this dis-
crepancy exists because the 16th order C.O.D.F. fit used is
not accurate enough fo_r this sharply-textured material. 2

However, the measured r for this material is indeed bounded
by the ’s of the two models, even if the Ar is not (Table I).

The possible influence of through-thickness texture gra-
dients on r-value predictions was investigated for the alum-
inum-killed steel. Yield loci and r-value calculations were
carried out for a C.O.D.F. derived from reflection pole figure
data obtained for the midplane of sheet samples. A program
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Figure 6. Measured and predicted r-values versus angle
from rolling direction for interstitial-free steel.

which gave a 22nd order polynomial fit for the C.O.D.F. was
available for this purpose. In Figure 7, r-value predictions
from these texture data are plotted. Although the lower-bound
yield locus predictions are relatively unchanged, the compari-
son between the upper-bound yield locus predictions and meas-
ured values is substantially improved (Figure 7 and Table I).
This may be partially due to improved texture data from the
22nd order fit. It must also not be overlooked that the tex-
tural "contribution" of surface grains (which are less con-
strained and less apt to conform to isostrain deformation im-
posed by their neighbors) has been eliminated. For this
steel, as well as the others, there are approximately 35
grains across the thickness. Therefore, regions for which
isostress and isostrain deformation occur may be comparable,
and the use of midplane texture data in the isostrain analysis
may be more appropriate than the composite sample data.

The presence of microtexture (crystallites .which are
likely to have nearest neighbors of similar orientation) may
explain the different behavior exhibited by enameling iron
and aluminum-killed steel. For the mildly textured enameling
iron, the intensity peaks of the C.O.D.F. were on the order
of 2-3 times random. For the killed steel, these peaks
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0= I0= 20" 30= 40= 50= 60= 70= 80 90=
ongle from rolling direction

Figure 7. Measured and predicted r-values versus angle
from rolling direction for aluminum-killed steel (midplane
texture measurements used for predictions).

were on the order of 5-6 times random. These differences are
typical of rimmed and aluminum-killed cold-rolled, annealed
low-carbon steels. 2s Hence, it is reasonable to assume that
crystallites with nearest neighbors of similar orientation
are more likely to be found in the killed steel than in the
rimmed steel (enameling iron). When nearest neighbors are
of similar orientation, deformation is probably easy to ac-
commodate by the activation of only one or two slip systems.
In this case, is=stress behavior is more plausible than when
constraints are increased and polyslip required to occur.
This explains why the r-values of the killed steel are better
predicted by the is=stress model (Figure 5) and why the less-
textured enameling iron seems to follow the is=strain model.
It appears that microtexture plays a similar role in deter-
mining the applicability of upper- and lower-bound models for
prediction of the elastic constants of highly-texture steels. 26

Further evidence to support these conclusions will now be
presented.

Yield-Loci Predictions from Aggregate Theory

The applicability of the is=stress or is=strain hypotheses
for the description of low-carbon steel yield loci was ex-
amined using the ratio of the plane-strain flow stress, 01(0),
to the uniaxial flow stress, u- Again, the upper- and lower-
bound yield loci cannot be expected to provide bounds for this
ratio, but useful insights have been gained from these yield
loci. Predictions from the upper- and lower-bound yield loci
are given in Table II. Note that the stresses, l(0) and Ou,
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have been normalized by the critical resolved shear stress, K.
Because of grain size effects, among other things, the actual
values of O l(0)/K and ou/K are probably not very accurate.
The ratio O l(0)/Ou is perhaps more reliable since these ef-
fects probably influence all stress states proportionately.

Model predictions for an isotropic aggregate of BCC crys-
tallites (Table II) differ somewhat from continuum-mechanics
predictions such as those of the von Mises criterion. Whereas
a i0)/u of 1.119 (upper-bound model) is below the von Mises
pred{ction of 1 155, the lower-bound yield locus prediction,
1.163, exceeds it. This upper-bound prediction is close to
that of i. 122 from Hutchinson’ s "approximate" pencil-glide
analysis. 9 For FCC metals which deform by <ii0>{iii} re-
stricted slip, Bishop and Hill’s upper-bound analysis for an
isotropic aggregate predicts a Ol(0)/Ou of 1.079, also some-
what below the von Mises value. For all the low-carbon sheet
steels investigated, lower-bound yield locus predictions of
Ol(0)/u exceed upper-bound yield locus predictions (Table II).
These results and several experimental measurements will next
be discussed in the context of Hill’s anisotropic continuum-

27plasticity theory.

Hill’s Continuum Theory

Hill’s generalization of the von Mises yield criter-
ion for plastically anisotropic materials with orthotropic
physical symmetry deformed in plane stress can be written:

2 2 2
FOyy + Goxx + H(oxx Oyy)2 + 2NTxy I. (9)

The stresses Oxx Oyy, and Tv.^ are stresses referred to the
principal axes o anlsotropy, which, for rolled sheet mater-
ials are the rolling, transverse, and sheet-normal directions
(Figure i) The flow rule associated with Eq. (9) is:

dexx dl [H (Oxx Oyy) + GOxx]

dEyy dl [H (Oyy Oxx) + FOyy]

dezz -dexx dEyy dl [-Goxx FOyy]

dexy dl[Nxy]

(dl proportionality constant)

(i0)

Using Eqs. (9) and (10), three of the constants F, G, H, and
N can be expressed as functions of the fourth and the r-values
corresponding to tensile tests along three directions. Typ-
ically, the rolling direction, transverse direction, and di-
agonal r-values (r0o, r45 o, and r90 o) are employed 28 with the
results:
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G H/r0o

F H/r90 o, and

N (H/r0o) r45 + g 1 +

(ii)

For a tensile test along the rolling direction ((Tyy Txy 0),
Eqs. (9) and (ii) give

(Tu10 (G + H) -1/2 F -1/2 [r90 + (r90o/r0o) ]-1/2 (12)

Equations (i0) can be used to obtain (Tyy for a plane strain
extension along the rolling direction (deyy dexy 0),

(Tyy (Txx/[l + (F/H)

and the yield condition Eq. (9) can be applied to obtain the
plane-strain yield stress:

F-1/2 < r90 r90o I-1/2(71(0)’0 1 + r90 r0o
(13)

Dividing Eq. (13) by Eq. (12) gives an expression for

(7
i(0)

1 + r- + r90- (14)

Surprisingly, the result, Eq. (14) is identical for
((71(0)/(7u) 190- It can be noted that this result contains

only the r-values for 0 and 90 Furthermore, when the an-
isotropy is rotationally symmetric about the sheet normal
(i.e., for planar isotropy, r0o r45 r90 r 8 R),
Eq. (14) reduces to the familiar form 29

I(0) 1 + R (15)
(Tu /i ’+ 2R

CPmparison of Aggregate- and Continuum-Theory Yield-
Loci Predictions

Aggregate theory predictions can now be compared
with those from Hill’s continuum plasticity theory. Model
predictions are summarized in Table III for both enameling
iron and the aluminum-killed steel. Hill predictions of
(71(0)/(7u have been calculated from Eq. (14). Following a
trend similar to that for the isotropic aggregate, continuum
predictions of (71(0)/(7u lie between the upper- and lower-
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bound aggregate-theory predictions for enameling iron. On the
other hand, continuum predictions exceed both aggregate pre-
dictions for all the aluminum-killed steel data. Even though
no measurements of Ol (0)/Ou were made for the sample materials,
the validity of the aggregate as well as continuum plasticity
theories can be judged by comparison with data in the liter-
ature.

The predictions of aggregate theory and Hill’s continuum
plasticity theory are strictly applicable only for the de-
scription of the initial yielding of materials. However, it
will be assumed, as it usually is, that these theories may be
used to compare plastic flow along different strain paths if
the net plastic work put in is identical. 30 In this way the-
oretical predictions can be compared to experimental measure-
ments at finite strains as opposed to yielding data at the
microstrain level which are difficult to obtain.

Semiatin’ s data i for a hot-rolled aluminum-killed low-
carbon steel will be compared with the enameling iron predic-
tions. For this material, plane strain compression2 and
uniaxial tension data were obtained for samples cut along the
transverse direction of the rolled sheet. Assuming that plas-
tic flow is not influenced by hydrostatic pressure, plane
strain compression data should be the same as plane strain ten-
sion data.2 Although r-values were measured only along the
transverse direction (r90 0.91), the additional r-value
along the rolling direction needed to apply Eq. (14) was taken
as 0.88. This value was chosen from a set of data typical
for this material (r0 0.88, r45 0.95, r90 0.92) 3.
Figure 8 is a plot of the transverse direction I (o)/Ou for
the hot-rolled aluminum-killed steel. This ratio has been
taken at equal levels of plastic work, which is just the area
under the uniaxial stress- or plane strain stress-plastic
strain curve in these cases. Another abscissa has been plotted
as well to show the level of uniaxial strain which corresponds
to a given amount of work. At levels of plastic work/unit
volume of 2-5 MPa (0.01-0.02 tensile strain) the measured
l(O)/u lies below the Hill prediction by about 7%. The
upper-bound yield locus prediction (Table III) for enameling
iron, a material whose texture and r-values are similar to
those of the hot-rolled aluminum-killed steel, would appear
to follow the small-strain behavior of this material. Cer-
tainly this behavior more closely follows the upper-bound model
as opposed to the lower-bound model for which I(0)/Ou pre-
dictions exceed the Hill prediction.

At higher tensile strains (e > 0.07), the O l(0)/Ou ratio
for the hot-rolled aluminum-killed steel exceeds the Hill pre-
diction. A plausible hypothesis is that unequal hardening on
the different slip systems which are activated to enforce iso-
strain deformation reaches such a level that only the most
highly sheared systems can remain active (in both uniaxial
tension and plane strain). At these strains, a single slip
mode of deformation may occur, and the isostress, or lower-
bound, yield locus would more closely describe the deformation
process. The fact remains, however, that the measurement of
r’s, quantities characteristic of the plastic deformation over
a large strain range, for the weakly-textured enameling iron
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Figure 8. Ratio of plane-strain flow stress, oi(0), to
uniaxial flow stress, Ou, for an aluminum-killed, hot-
rolled low-carbon sheet steel. 3z (properties measured
for T.D.

agree more closely with upper bound, or isostrain, predictions
(Figure 4)

Piehler’s data for a cold-rolled, annealed aluminum-killed
low-carbon sheet steel 3s can also be interpreted in terms of
the predictions contained in Table III. In this case, in ad-
dition to uniaxial-tension measurements, both plane-strain
tension and plane-strain compression tests were performed,
the two giving similar results. This aluminum-killed steel
had r-values (r0o 1.83, r90o 1.81) similar to those of
the aluminum-killed steel described previously. Plots of
Piehler’s o l(0)/Ou data, for the rolling and transverse di-
rections, are reproduced in Figures 9a and 9b. These data,
which were measured only at small strains, show a Hill esti-
mate of l(0)/Ou to be high by about 1-5%. After examining
the aluminum-killed steel data in Table III, it appears that
this behavior is better characterized by a lower-bound model
than an upper-bound model. The applicability of the lower-
bound model here is similar to the reported findings (Figur.e
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Figure 9a. Ratio of plane-strain flow stress, Ol (0), to
uniaxial flow stress, Ou, for a cold-rolled, annealed,
aluminum-killed, low-carbon sheet steel. 3 s (properties
measured for R.D.

5) for r-value predictions for this relatively highly-textured
material.

CONCLUSIONS

The plastic deformation of BCC polycrystalline aggregates
has been modeled using both an upper-bound (isostrain) approach
and a lower-bound (isostress) approach. Comparison of aggre-
gate theory and continuum-plasticity theory predictions with
measured data for low-carbon steels has led to the following
conclusions:

i. The initial plastic deformation of weakly-textured
steels, such as enameling iron and hot-rolled low-carbon
steels, is best described by an aggregate-theory yield locus
derived from an upper-bound analysis. Measured r-values and
the ratio of plane-strain flow stress, i(0), to uniaxial flow
stress, u, at small plastic strains support this finding.
However, at higher strains, even though the r-value may re-
main constant, the plastic flow of these materials appears
to be better described by a lower-bound analysis. This is
thought to be due to latent hardening.
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Figure 9b. Ratio of plane-strain flow stress, I (0), to
uniaxial flow stress, u, for a cold-rolled, annealed,
aluminum-killed, low-carbon sheet steel. 3s (properties
measured for T.D.)

2. The plastic deformation of highly-textured low-carbon
steels such as cold-rolled, annealed aluminum-killed steel,
appears to be better modeled by a lower-bound approach as op-
posed to an upper-bound approach. This conclusion is supported
by the good agreement between measured values and lower-bound
theoretical predictions for both r-values and flow-stress
ratios l(0)/u.

3. In the case of the interstitial-free steel, measured
r-values could not be satisfactorily accounted for by either
upper- or lower-bound predictions.

4. The applicability of the upper- or lower-bound anal-
yses for the prediction of r-values and yield loci appears to
depend to a large extent on the degree of microtexture, i.e.,
the presence of crystallites which are likely to have nearest
neighbors of similar orientation. Rimmed steels, such as
enameling iron, whose r-values are of the order of 1.0 ex-
hibit weak microtextures. In contrast, low-carbon steels with
high r-values (i. 6-2.0) such as cold-rolled, annealed alum-
inum-killed steel and interstitial-free steel, are probably
more highly microtextured, as can be inferred on the basis
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of their crystallite orientation distributions. In the light
of the results of this investigation, the choice of upper- or
lower-bound aggregate-theory models, as well as continuum
theory, should be applied for the description of plastic de-
formation with caution.
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